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Abstract— Network Intrusion Detection Systems are placed
at a strategic point or points within the network to monitor
traffic to and from all devices on the network. Ideally, you
would scan all inbound and outbound traffic, however doing
so might create a bottleneck that would impair the overall
speed of the network. To implement these systems various
researchers introduced numerous machine learning
techniques like Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines,
Artificial Neural Networks, Linear Genetic Programming,
Genetic Algorithms, Fuzzy Inference Systems, Rule Based
Approach and their ensemble approaches with the intent to
predict the data either normal or abnormal. In this paper we
propose genetic programming whereas the data mining
classifier which performs the classification process is
Advanced K-Nearest Neighbour. An experimental
evaluation using real datasets shows that intrusion detection
system calculation.
Keywords— An intrusion detection system (IDS), Linear
Genetic Programming, K-Nearest Neighbour classifier, Rule
Based Approach
I. INTRODUCTION
An Intrusion Detection System is an application used for
monitoring the network and protecting it from the intruder.
With the rapid progress in the internet based technology new
application areas for computer network have emerged [7]. In
instances, the fields like business, financial, industry,
security and healthcare sectors the LAN and WAN
applications have progressed. All of these application areas
made the network an attractive target for the abuse and a big
vulnerability for the community [7]. Malicious users or
hackers use the organization‘s internal systems to collect
information‘s and cause vulnerabilities like Software bugs,
Lapse in administration, leaving systems to default
configuration [8]. As the internet emerging into the society,
new stuffs like viruses and worms are imported. The
malignant so, the users use different techniques like
cracking of password, detecting unencrypted text are used to
cause vulnerabilities to the system. Hence, security is
needed for the users to secure their system from the
intruders. Firewall technique is one of the popular protection
techniques and it is used to protect the private network from
the public network. IDS are used in network related
activities, medical applications, credit card frauds, Insurance
agency [8]. The goal of intrusion detection is to monitor the
network assets to detect anomalous behavior and misuse in
network [12]. Intrusion detection concept was introduced in
early 1980‘s after the evolution of internet with surveillance
end monitoring the threat [10]. There was a sudden rise in
reputation and incorporation in security infrastructure. Since
then, several events in IDS technology have advanced
intrusion detection to its current state [10]. James
Anderson's wrote a paper for a government organization and

imported an approach that audit trails contained important
information that could be valuable in tracking misuse and
understanding of user behavior [10]. Then the detection
appeared and audit data and its importance led to terrific
improvements in the subsystems of every operating system
[12]. IDS and Host Based Intrusion Detection System
(HIDS) were first defined. In 1983, SRI International and
Dorothy Denning began working on a government project
that launched a new effort into intrusion detection system
development [8]. Around 1990s the revenues are generated
and intrusion detection market has been raised. Real secure
is an intrusion detection network developed by ISS. After a
year, Cisco recognized the priority for network intrusion
detection and purchased the Wheel Group for attaining the
security solutions [8]. The government actions like Federal
Intrusion Detection Networks (FID Net) were designed
under Presidential Decision Directive 63 is also adding
impulse to the IDS [8].
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
In the existing system architecture which is the combination
of host based and network based intrusion detection system.
In particular IDS capture packets and call to detector agent
where detector agent pass capture packets to rule matching
process where rule matching process check attacks criteria
from the database , where we have already defend and
stored rule to find attack. This leads to degrade in
performance. After completing this process alarm will
activate if any type of attack find in the captured packet
otherwise it will be deactivate and this processes will
continue till on the existing system. So that packets may loss
the data during the time of data transfer.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Genetic Programming
Genetic programming is considered as an evolutionary
technique which is becoming very popular for detecting
intrusions. It was introduced by koza and its group. It is
famous for its ability to learn relationship which are not
visible in data and then finally present them in a
mathematical manner. Its application can be found in
designing classifier for a multiclass problem, generation of
crips and fuzzy rules, classification of image, multicategory
classification problem ect. The main motive of using this
machine learning technique is to make the system capable of
recognizing new information and new task patterns.GP has
the potential to figure out the new attacks or novel data by
learning from previous patterns. It assesses each randomly
generated candidate on the basis of fitness function.
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B. AKNN – Advanced K nearest Neighbour
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification algorithm is a data
mining algorithm which is theoretically mature with low
complexity. The basic idea is that, in a sample space, if most
of its nearest neighbor samples belong to a category, then
the sample belongs to the same category. The nearest
neighbor refers to the single or multidimensional feature
vector that is used to describe the sample on the closest, and
the closest criteria can be the Euclidean distance of the
feature vector.The formula for calculating the distance
between the two variables during the time of intrusion

where the difference between two variables‘ values
is taken, and squared, and summed for p persons (in our
example p=3). Only one distance would be computed –
between v1 and v2. Let‘s do the calculations for finding the
Euclidean distances between the three persons, given their
scores on two variables. Normalised Euclidean distance
produces its ―normalisation‖ by dividing each squared
discrepancy between attributes or persons by the total
number of squared discrepancies
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Advanced K-nearest neighbour (Knn) algorithm
pseudocode:
Let (Xi, Ci) where i = 1, 2……., n be data points. Xi denotes
feature values & Ci denotes labels forXi for each i.

Assuming
the
number
of
classes
as
‗c‘
Ci ∈ {1, 2, 3, ……, c} for all values of i.
Let x be a point for which label is not known, and we would
like to find the label class using advanced k-nearest
neighbour algorithm
B.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Knn Algorithm Pseudocode:
start
Upload dataset DT, and declare variable.
Calculate Euclidean distance between the variables.
Dr = data requirements and X , Xi are the variables to
be accessed from the dataset
5) Calculate ―d(x, xi)‖ i =1, 2, ….., n; where d denotes
the Euclidean distance between the points.
6) Arrange the calculated n Euclidean distances in nondecreasing order.
7) Let k be a +ve integer, take the first k distances from
this sorted list.
8) Find those k-points corresponding to these k-distances.
9) Let ki denotes the number of points belonging to the
ith class among k points i.e. k ≥ 0
10) If ki >kj ∀ i ≠ j then put x in class i.
11) From the requirements and Class i the intruder will be
filtered.
12) Return class i
13) Stop.
V. RESULT

Fig. 1: Dataset for intrusion detection system calculation
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 2: knn & Intrusion result

In this paper we proposed advanced KNN based Dataset to
identify the normal and attacked data. After that to enhance
the algorithm we applied Genetic Algorithm which
generates new Dataset using Mutation concept. We prove
that, applying the combination of advanced KNN and
Genetic Algorithm further improves the detection rate to a
greater extent. Here, we present an Intrusion Detection
System which detect and classify the attacks from normal
users. We compute the false alarm rate in implementing this
algorithm on an input dataset. Since a user profile does not
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remain the same at all the time, we implement the Genetic
Algorithm to observe the different variations possible in a
user‘s profile. In this way we generate a new dataset,
classify this new dataset using the advanced KNN and GP to
compute the false alarm rate.
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